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Why color buffer compression?

• Graphics processing speeds: ~ +70% /yr 

• Memory bandwidth speeds: ~ +25% /yr

➡ increasing need for compression techniques 
aimed at saving bandwidth

• Texture, depth and color buffer compression



Prior art

1.Color plane compression [Molnar et al 04] 

2.Color offset compression [Morein and Natale 03]

3.Entropy coded pixel differences [van Hook 06]

• All are tiles based

• All are lossless

• Implemented and benchmarked



Prior art 1: Color plane compression

• Calculate predictor plane 
using 3 fixed reference pixels 
(p, dx, dy)

• Store differences between 
plane and actual color

• 2x4 pixel tiles

• Simple and robust

• Low compression ratios

dx
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p



Prior art 2: Color offset compression

• Identify and store reference values (e.g. max 
and min)

• Store offset values and reference index

• Simple and robust

• Medium compression ratios
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Prior art 3: Entropy coded pixel 
differences

• Calculate adjacent pixel differences
• Different traversal modes

• Entropy coding (“Exponent” encode) 
• Similar to Golomb-Rice

• Medium complexity

• Good compression ratios

Pixel color values
Adjacent diff



Our algorithm, Exact mode

• New combination of known building blocks
• Exact reversible color transform (RGB to 

Luminance-Chrominance)

• Predictor (2x2 pixels)

• Golomb-Rice encoding (adaptive variable bit rate)

• 8x8 pixel tiles

xColor 
transform Predictor Golomb-

Rice
_Pixels Compressed

bitstream
x εˆ



Exact reversible 
color transform

• Bit-exact reversible

• Decorrelates RGB components 
• typically improves compression 

rates

• We use Malvar and Sullivan [03]

• An alternative is RCT (JPEG2000)

• Enables different compression 
modes for luminance and 
chrominance

YCoCg to RGB:
temp = Y − (cg >> 1)
G = Cg + temp 
B = temp − (Co >> 1)
R = B + Co

RGB to YCoCg:
Co = R ! B
temp = B + (Co >> 1)
Cg = G ! temp
Y = temp + (Cg >> 1)

Predictor
Color 

Transform
Golomb
Rice

Pixels Compressed 
Stream

x x̂ !



RGB vs Luminance-Chrominance

R G B

Y Co Cg



Predictor

• Weinberger et al [96]

• 2x2 pixel blocks

• Built-in “edge detection”

• Low complexity, decent performance
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to apply it to other tile sizes as well. The flow of our algo-
rithm is illustrated in Figure 3. In a first step, we predict the
color of each pixel based on neighbors which will be de-
compressed prior to the current pixel. The predicted colors
are then subtracted from the actual colors to produce error
residuals. Just like the differences used by Van Hook, these
residuals are generally of small magnitude, and we entropy
encode them using Golomb-Rice coding. Next, we describe
the details of these steps.

We use the same predictor as Wein-
berger et. al [WSS96]. The color, x̂, of a pixel
is predicted as specified by Equation 3 below,
and based on the colors of its three neighbors

x1

x3 x2

x̂

shown in the figure to the right. Note that the two first
cases of the equation perform a very limited form of edge
detection, in which case the color is predicted based on just
one of the neighbors.

x̂ =

!
"

#

min(x1,x2), x3 ! max(x1,x2)
max(x1,x2), x3 " min(x1,x2)
x1 + x2# x3, otherwise.

(3)

For the pixels along the lower and left edge of a tile, we
only have access to one of the neighbors. In that case, we
simply use the color of that neighbor as the predicted color.
In addition, we use the constant zero to predict the value of
the lower left pixel in the tile. The effect is that the first error
residual will be given the same value as the lower left pixel.

Given these predicted values, we compute error residuals
and wish to encode them using as few bits as possible. The
residuals are generally of small magnitude, mixed with rel-
atively unfrequent large values. These latter values are typ-
ically found for discontinuity edges, or where the behavior
of the predictor does not match the structure of the image.
We encode the residuals using a Golomb-Rice [Ric79] coder,
which is a variable bit-rate coding method similar to the ex-
ponent coding described in Section 2.4.

In Golomb-Rice encoding, we encode a residual value,
! = x# x̂, by dividing it with a constant 2k. The result is a
quotient q and a remainder r. The quotient q is stored using
unary coding, and the remainder r is stored using normal,
binary coding using k bits. To illustrate with an example, let
us assume that we want to encode the values 3,0,9,1 and as-
sume we have selected the constant k = 1. After the division
we get the following (q,r)-pairs: (1,1),(0,0),(4,1),(0,1).
As mentioned in Section 2.4, unary coding represents a value
by as many ones as the magnitude of the value followed by
a terminating zero. The encoded values therefore becomes
(10b,1b),(0b,0b),(11110b,1b),(0b,1b) which is 13 bits in
total.

In our compression algorithm, we compute the optimal
Golomb-Rice parameter k for each 2$2 pixel sub-tile using
an exhaustive search. We also detect the special case, when
the quotients of all values in the sub-tile is zero. This gives us

the opportunity of removing the terminating zero-bit, which
would otherwise be introduced by the unary coding.

We empirically examined the frequencies of different val-
ues of k, and when the special case was used. Our results
indicate that k is relatively evenly distributed in the range
[0,6] while the special mode was almost only used in the
case k = 0, which is equivalent to that the whole sub-tile
consists only of zero values. With this in mind, we encode
each 2$ 2 sub-tile as a 3-bit header in which we store the
value of k. If k = 7 the whole sub-tile is zero and we store
no more data, and in the other cases the header is followed
by the Golomb-Rice coded componentwise residuals.

We present the results of our lossless compression algo-
rithm in Section 5.

Discussion Using exhaustive search to find the best Golomb
parameter may seem too expensive for a real-time com-
pression algorithm. However, we want to point out that the
search is limited to 8 unique cases that can be evaluated in
parallel. Furthermore, it is very inexpensive to evaluate the
size of a value after it has been Golomb encoded. This re-
quires just one shift and one addition.

One might also argue that the cost of a variable bit rate
compressor is too high for practical use, but we believe it is
realizable. Trying to encode a full 2048 bit vector in a single
cycle is too expensive, but if we limit ourselves to compress-
ing one sub-tile per cycle we get a more manageable 0-128
bits to write. A tile would then take a total of 16 clock cycles
to compress, a delay that could most likely be hidden using
pre-fetching [IEP98]. To put this figure in perspective, the
expected memory latency reported in the CUDA program-
ming guide [NVI] is 200-300 cycles.

4. Error-bounded Approximate Compression
The obvious reason to use lossy (approximate) compression
algorithms is that you are allowed to throw away informa-
tion in the compressed signal, and this can make for sub-
stantially higher compression ratios. If done well, the visual
impact can be marginal. Since a rather big amount of power
is required to drive the capacitances of the buses to off-chip
memory, battery-driven mobile devices, in particular, will
benefit from lossy buffer compression. It should be noted
that for both mobile devices and for desktop GPUs, we may
also get higher performance due to better utilization of the
memory bandwidth resources.

As argued in the introduction, lossy techniques are used
in many different algorithms for graphics, video, and imag-
ing. The prime example is probably digital TV, where we
put up with pretty poor approximations in the encoded video
stream. It is therefore a bit surprising that there has been no
documented attempts to use approximate compression for
the color buffer.

The reason for this might be that it is possible to get un-

c! Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. 2007.
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Golomb-Rice 
coding

• We then encode the residuals using the 
Golomb-Rice scheme [Golomb66], [Rice79]
• Compact coding of small values

• Adaptive and variable bit rate

• High compression ratios

• Medium complexity
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Golomb-Rice 
coding

• Find divisor, 2k, (we do exhaustive search)

• Divide values in 2x2 block, vi, with 2k

• Quotient qi = int(vi/2k)

• Remainder ri = vi mod 2k

• Store results 

• q with unary coding (see table) 

• r with binary coding

• Termination zero to separate q and r

• k as a 3 bit header per 2x2 block

Value Unary 
coding

0 0

1 10

2 110

3 1110

4 11110

5 111110

6 1111110

Predictor
Color 

Transform
Golomb
Rice

Pixels Compressed 
Stream

x x̂ !



Example

• Example v = (3, 0, 9, 1) 

• We find k=1

• After division ⇒ (q,r)-pairs: (1,1), (0,0), (4,1), (0,1)

• q unary and r binary coded ⇒ 

(10,1), (0,0), (11110,1), (0,1)

• Algo (once again):

• Find divisor 2k

• Divide with 2k

• Quotient qi = int(vi/2k), Remainder ri = vi%2k

• q unary and r binary 

• Termination zero to separate

Value Unary 
coding

0 0

1 10

2 110

3 1110

4 11110

5 111110

6 1111110

Predictor
Color 

Transform
Golomb
Rice

Pixels Compressed 
Stream

x x̂ !



Tested scenes

• Logging OpenGL 
driver

• Full incremental 
rasterization

• “Ducks” (homebrew) 

• “Square” (Quake 3)

• “Car” (Quake 3)

• “Quake 4”



Results (lossless)
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Approximate mode (lossy)

• Why is lossy color buffer 
compression so  “unpopular”?
• Tandem lossy compression 

accumulates errors incrementally 
and can grow very large 



Approximate mode (lossy)

• Why is lossy color buffer 
compression so  “unpopular”?
• Tandem lossy compression 

accumulates errors incrementally 
and can grow very large 
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Approximate mode (lossy)

• Why is lossy color buffer 
compression so  “unpopular”?
• Tandem lossy compression 

accumulates errors incrementally 
and can grow very large 

~
CLossy compression →



Approximate mode (lossy)

• Why is lossy color buffer 
compression so  “unpopular”?
• Tandem lossy compression 

accumulates errors incrementally 
and can grow very large 



Approximate mode (lossy)

• Why is lossy color buffer 
compression so  “unpopular”?
• Tandem lossy compression 

accumulates errors incrementally 
and can grow very large 

∧
CLossy compress again→



Approximate mode (lossy)

• Why is lossy color buffer 
compression so  “unpopular”?
• Tandem lossy compression 

accumulates errors incrementally 
and can grow very large

➡An error control mechanism is 
needed that bounds the error! 

∧
CLossy compress again→



Error control mechanism

• Track and store an accumulated 
error metric for each tile, τaccum

τaccum



Error control mechanism

• Track and store an accumulated 
error metric for each tile, τaccum

τaccum



Error control mechanism

• Track and store an accumulated 
error metric for each tile, τaccum

τaccum



Error control mechanism

• Track and store an accumulated 
error metric for each tile, τaccum

• Before applying more lossy 
compression:

• Calculate τnew (new error 
contribution) 

τnew



Error control mechanism

• Track and store an accumulated 
error metric for each tile, τaccum

• Before applying more lossy 
compression:

• Calculate τaccum + τnew  

τaccum + τnew



Error control mechanism

• Track and store an accumulated 
error metric for each tile, τaccum

• Before applying more lossy 
compression:

• Check if τaccum + τnew  < τthresh ?

τaccum+τnew<τthresh?



Error control mechanism

• Track and store an accumulated 
error metric for each tile, τaccum

• Before applying more lossy 
compression:

• Check if τaccum + τnew  < τthresh ?
• Yes ⇒ Lossy compress

• No ⇒ Lossless compress

• We used RMSE as error metric
• MSE or SAD also useful

τaccum+τnew<τthresh?



Bounded errors

• The error control mechanism
• Good control 

• Upper error bound

• Minimize visual impact



Our compression scheme

• Chrominance 2x2 sub-
sampling 

• Only sub-sample if errors 
are below τthresh 

• Luminance is always 
losslessly compressed

Example: 
Chrominance Co

After subsampling



Results (lossless vs lossy)
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Visual quality - PSNR

• PSNR reasonably 
good for “square” 
and “car”

• “Ducks” - quality 
drops fast!
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Visual quality -Structural Similarity 
Index Metric (SSIM)

• SSIM [Wang02]
• “Square” and 

“car” - high 
quality

• “Ducks” - 
something is not 
good
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Visual quality - Artifacts

• “Square” and 
“car” have very 
small artifacts

• “Ducks” has 
clearly visible 
artifacts



Visual quality - Artifacts

• Ducks artifacts - why?
• Chrominance errors leak into luminance 

component due to sub-sampling, color 
transform and tandem compression

• On slowly changing color areas (small color 
gradients) this becomes visible



And animated?

• Lossless vs lossy for 
animated content 

• Next slide shows video 
for simple animation

• Lossy configuration 
• Max chrominance RMSE error is 

15 (the highest error threshold 
featured in the paper)

• Note the diagonally split screen   



And animated?



Conclusions

• Lossless color buffer compression
• Reversible color transform 

• Simple and effective predictor (2x2 pixels)

• Golomb-Rice coding of residuals 

• Higher performance than state-of-the-art patents

• Lossy mode 
• Lossless algo with chrominance sub-sampling

• Improves compression rates even more

• Error control mechanism bounds the error

• Very small visual impact 
for most scenes



Future work

• More sophisticated lossy algorithms

• Multi-sampling

• Floating-point and high dynamic range

• Approximate depth buffer compression?



Thank You!

• http://graphics.cs.lth.se


